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Abstract—Research has shown that some NP complete problems with finite domains can be solved
effectively using constraint reasoning. Constraint reasoning algorithms are capable of modeling
optimization problems involving heterogeneous constraints and combinatorial search. The degree of
difficulties involving Sudoku puzzles ranges from easy, medium, hard to evil; where hard and evil type
problems require intelligent guessing and backtracking. This paper evaluates the implementation of a
constraint reasoning algorithm capable of solving all models in the Sudoku puzzle space.
Index Terms— Constraint Satisfaction Problem, Constraint Reasoning, Constraint Propagation.
——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

S

udoku puzzles are special cases of Latin Squares. Additional restrictions are imposed on the Sudoku puzzle that
requires 3x3 subgroups (squares) to contain the digits 1
through 9. Each row and column must also contain one instance of each numeric. The goal of the puzzle is to enter a
numerical digit from 1 to 9 in each cell of the 9×9 grid. Each
puzzle typically starts with a minimum of 16 preset numerics.
Figure 1 shows an example of a Sudoku puzzle with 36 numerics given and its final solution.Solving a puzzle requires
patience and logical ability. Any solution to a Sudoku puzzle is
also a Latin Square.

Sudoku puzzles. He had written a computer program that generates Sudoku puzzles of various difficulty levels. The Times
published the puzzle November 12, 2004, which is the beginning of an enormous phenomenon that swiftly spread all over
the world. [1]
Sudoku has become of great interest to the field of computational intelligence (CI) since the problem resides in the NPComplete domain. Finding a polynomial solution for all models in this puzzle space would also provide a solution for all
NP-Complete problems, and resolves the P = NP question [2].
Many CI algorithms [3] [4] [5] and mathematical approaches
for solving the puzzle have been presented. Today, most AI
researchers agree that Sudoku is a Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) [6].

2 CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEM
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem is formally defined by a
tuple CSP (V, D, C), where

Figure 1 – Sudoku Puzzle and Solution

Leonard Euler developed the idea of ordering numbers in rows
and columns in the 1780’s and Howard Garns is credited with
further developing the rules for the currently published Sudoku puzzles, which were first published in the late 1970’s in the
Math Puzzles and Logic Problems magazine by Dell Magazines. In 1984 Nikoli, Japan’s leading puzzle creating company, discovered Dell’s Number Place and decided to present
them to their Japanese puzzle fans. The puzzles, which were
first named Suuji Wa Dokushin Ni Kagiru, ("the numbers
must be single") quickly became popular.
At the end of 2004 Wayne Gould, a retired Hong Kong judge
as well as a puzzle fan and a computer programmer, visited
London convincing the editors of The Times to publish the





V is a finite set of variables {v1, v2, …,vn}
D is a domain for the variables {d1, d2, …,dn}
C is a set of constraints {c1, c2, …,cn}

A solution to a CSP is discovered when an evaluation satisfies
all constraints. An evaluation of the variables is a function
from set V to the set of associated domains D, v: VD [7].
Today, many variations to CSP algorithms exist, but typically
most involve some form of search and variants of backtracking, and constraint propogation. Some of the algorithms include Simple Chronological Backtracking, Forward Checking,
partial Look-Ahead, and full Look-Ahead [8]. When Backtracking is used do derive a CSP solution, the order in which
variables are instantiated are important. Experiements have
shown that the ordering of variables choosen for instantiation
has a significant impact on running times.
Several heuristics have been developed for variable ordering,
including the powerful search-rearrangement method [9]. This
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heuristic selects the variables with the least amount of choices
in their domain for instantiation first. A drawback is that the
branches of the search tree are determined dynamically and
computational times increase due to the additional processing.
For the proposed Sudoku CSP algorithm a depth-first-search
like approach is choosen instead. When a guessing step is required, the next variable for instantiation is choosen in a leftto-right and top-to-bottom order. The first value in the associated domain is selected. No additional considerations towards
domain values are implemented.
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Each cell in the grid V = {v1..v81} is mapped to a domain
gDom = {d1..d81}. Each row [1..9], column [1..9] and square
[1..9] are also mapped to separate domains. The rules and constraints of the puzzle are inforced through domain propagation
techniques.
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SUDOKU CSP ALGORITHM

The Sudoku CSP algorithm is comprised of logical reasoning,
guessing numbers using a depth-first-search like methodology,
and chronological backtracking. The domains for the puzzle
space are established using grid domains gDom[1..81], row
domains row[1..9], column domains col[1..9], and square domains sqr[1..9]. The solution of the puzzle is stored in the
puzzle grid [1..81]. The range of each domain is limited to
integer 0 through 9; where 0 denotes “no number available” in
the domain.
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false
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InsertGrid()
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Think()

Figure 2 shows the recursive steps taking to solve the puzzle.
Each iterative step inserts exactly one number into the puzzle
grid [1..81] either by logical reasoning or guessing. The functions UpdateRowColumnDomain, UpdateSquareDomain, UpdateGridDomain, and Solve perform constraint propagation.
The constraints imposed on the domains represent the rules of
the puzzle. The function IsLastNumInDomain performs the
logical reasoning to determine which number should be inserted next into the grid. Function Sort ensures the domains remain sorted in ascending order. When logical reasoning fails
to determine the next number to be inserted into the grid, then
function Think guesses the next number by selecting the first
available number in a given domain. Since such a guess can be
incorrect, a domain inconsistency can be created.
When domains become inconsistent the function Backtracking
restores the puzzle state to the last known consistent state and
removes the incorrectly guessed number from the associated
domains. This process is repeated until the puzzle is solved.
Function Think shown in Figure 3 determines the next number
to be inserted into the puzzle grid. It accomplishes the task by
calling GetNextGridIndex which returns the first empty cell in
the puzzle space. Function GetNextGridDomainValue returns
the number to be inserted. Before inserting the number into the
grid the puzzle space and state must be archived on the stack.
Since the stack holds all puzzle states before a guess is implemented, it provides for chronolgical backtracking.

Figure 2 – Function Solve ()

The puzzle states are represented by the objects instantiated of
class Puzzle. It contains the following data members:









int grid[1..81]
int gDom[81][1..9]
int row[1..9][ 1..9]
int col[1..9][ 1..9]
int sqr[1..9][ 1..9]
GridIndex
DomainIndex
GridValue

Variables GridIndex, DomainIndex, and GridValue contain
the last values inserted into the puzzle space before it is archived on the stack. The information enables function Think
to select “guess” the next number after a backtracking step is
performed.
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4 TEST DATA
The performance of the Sudoku CSP algorithm was tested
with four sets of puzzles organized in categories, easy, medium, hard, and evil. The easy and medium type puzzles which
were selected to evaluate performance of the algorithm have
an average of 33 numerics and 28 numerics initially given,
respectively. The hard and evil type puzzles have an average
of 26 numerics and 24 numerics initially given, respectively.
Table 1 through Table 4 shows specifics for each puzzle.

Table 1 - Easy Puzzles
Puzzle Type

Figure 3 – Function Think ()

Figure 4 shows the function Backtracking which implements a
simple chronological backtracking method. Function Restore
is called to remove the last puzzle state stored on the stack and
reinitializes the current state of the puzzle to the last known
consistent state. The incorrect number guessed last is also removed from the associated domains. If the domain for the
newly selected GridIndex contains more than one number, the
first available number in the domain is inserted into the puzzle
grid. However if only one number remains in the selected domain, a new iteration step is required to allow logic reasoning
to select that number. In this case guessing is not required unless the new state proves inconsistent.

Puzzle Easy 1
Puzzle Easy 2
Puzzle Easy 3
Puzzle Easy 4
Puzzle Easy 5
Puzzle Easy 6
Puzzle Easy 7
Puzzle Easy 8
Puzzle Easy 9
Puzzle Easy 10

Total Numbers
Given
36
35
36
35
35
33
32
33
31
32

Table 2 - Medium Puzzles
Puzzle Type
Puzzle Medium 1
Puzzle Medium 2
Puzzle Medium 3
Puzzle Medium 4
Puzzle Medium 5
Puzzle Medium 6
Puzzle Medium 7
Puzzle Medium 8
Puzzle Medium 9
Puzzle Medium 10

Total Numbers
Given
30
30
30
27
27
26
29
26
27
29

The easy and medium puzzles can be solved using logic reasoning and do not require guessing. Therfore the number of
iterative steps required should be 81 cells minus the number of
cell values initially provided.

Figure 4 – Function BackTracking ()

Hard and evil problems require a combination of logic resoning, guessing and backtracking. The number of guesses required to solve a particular puzzle is partially dependent on the
number of numerics provided and their distribution in the puzzle space. Typically puzzles with less than thirty numerics
given require some intelligent guessing. There are no known
Sudoku puzzles with 16 or less preassigned numerics, because
they would lead to more than one solution [10]. Figure 5
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shows such a puzzle with zero numerics given and the first
discovered solution.
Table 3 – Hard Puzzles
Puzzle Type
Puzzle Hard 1
Puzzle Hard 2
Puzzle Hard 3
Puzzle Hard 4
Puzzle Hard 5
Puzzle Hard 6
Puzzle Hard 7
Puzzle Hard 8
Puzzle Hard 9
Puzzle Hard 10

Total Numbers
Given
28
27
28
26
26
28
26
27
22
25

Table 4 – Evil Puzzles
Puzzle Type

Puzzle Evil 1
Puzzle Evil 2
Puzzle Evil 3
Puzzle Evil 4
Puzzle Evil 5
Puzzle Evil 6
Puzzle Evil 7
Puzzle Evil 8
Puzzle Evil 9
Puzzle Evil 10

guesses and 2230 backtracking steps were required to solve
the puzzle. The solution reflects how the thinking process selects the first numbers available in the grid domains, resulting
in the sequences {1, 2, 3, …, 9} and {4, 5, 6, …, 3} in the first
two rows.

Table 5 - Sudoku, Easy Puzzles

Table 6 - Sudoku, Medium Puzzles

Total Numbers
Given
23
23
26
25
25
26
24
27
27
23

Table 7 - Sudoku, Hard Puzzles

5 RESULTS
The Sudoku CSP algorithm was tested with forty puzzles of
type easy, medium, hard and evil. The test results show, Table
5 and Table 6, that easy and medium puzzles were solved using logic reasoning only. The average running times required
to solve easy and medium puzzles is 9.7 milliseconds and 12.4
milliseconds, respectively.
Table 7 and Table 8 reflect the results for hard and evil puzzles. Both categories of problems required guessing and backtracking. The evil problems selected for this test required between 500 and 25,425 guess steps. Results show that the running times exponentially increase with the number of backtracking steps required. The average running times required to
solve hard and evil puzzles is 23.9 milliseconds and 4.762
seconds, respectively.
A blank puzzle space without any numerics provided and its
associated solution is shown in Figure 5. The computational
time required to solve this puzzle is 469 milliseconds. 2289

Table 8 - Sudoku, Evil Puzzles
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The Sudoku CSP algorithm solved AI Escargot in 4.5422 seconds and required 18530 iterative steps, 17836 Logic Steps,
1386 Guess Steps and 1375 Backtracking Steps. In comparison to type Evil puzzles, we find Evil #10, Figure 7, more
difficult to solve. Both, Evil #10 and AI Escargot have only 23
initial numerics given.

Figure 5 – Blank Sudoku and Associated Solution

5.1 Computational Complexity
The total number of possible models in the Sudoku puzzle
space is 6,670,903,752,021,072,936,960. Eliminating symmetrically equivalent models reduces the space to 5,472,730,538
unique solutions. Since solving partially completed Latin
squares reside in the NP-Complete domain [11], the Sudoku
CSP algorithm also resides in this complexity class.

Figure 7 – Evil #10

The logic reasoning steps and constraint propogation performed by the algorithm greatly reduces the computational
costs associated with chronological backtracking. Although
the easy and medium type problems are solved in polynomial
time; hard and evil type problems require exponential long
times to solve. The computational time differences between
hard and evil problems are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. The
difference between the two type problems is in the reduction
of initial numerics provided.

6 CONCLUSION

Arto Inkala (AI), a Finnish mathematician, identified one of
the most difficult Sudoku puzzles. It is known as Escargot in
the AI circles, shown in Figure 6, and challenges most Sudoku
algorithms. Puzzles like AI Escargot require exponentially
long times to solve. If the thinking process requires visiting
every permutation in the puzzle then the algoritm could take a
very long time to render a solution.

The algorithm was designed to demonstrate academic basics
of constraint satisfaction problems, backtracking, and constraint propogation. Puzzle types such as AI Escargot and Evil
10 challenge CSP algorithms, since they require large amounts
of guessing and backtracking. Improvements to the algorithm
can be made by implementing a search-rearrangement method.
Selecting an unsolved cell in the grid with the least amount of
domain choices reduces the probability of making an incorrect
guess up to fifty percent.

Figure 6 – AI Escargot

We introduced in this paper a classical AI solution for constraint satisfaction problems. The Sudoku CSP algorithm is
robust and handles all models in the puzzle space. Tests have
shown that the complexity of Sudoku puzzles varies greatly
depending on the initial number of numerics given. Easy and
medium type puzzles can be solved in polynomial times; however, hard and evil problems require exponential running
times.
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